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Introduction

Data is crucial for the proper functioning of the current and future digital society. It is fundamental to the day-to-day running of societies, governments and businesses. Furthermore, data increases in value when combined across domains and verticals, and previously unconsidered insights can be obtained when data is combined (Pentland, et al., 2013). However, the current reality is that cross-organizational data sharing is prohibitive both from the regulatory perspective and from the business risk perspective.

One of the key findings of the 2011 World Economic Forum (WEF) report on personal data is that the current ecosystems that access and use personal data is fragmented and inefficient. For many participants, the risks and liabilities exceed the economic returns. Furthermore, personal privacy concerns are inadequately addressed. Current technologies and laws fall short of providing the legal and technical infrastructure needed to support a well-functioning digital economy.

The MIT Open Algorithms (OPAL) project offers an alternative paradigm for information sharing based on a number of key principles (Pentland, et al., 2016). The first principle is that of moving the algorithm to the data, which means algorithms (i.e. queries) are sent to the location of the relevant data (i.e. “data-repository”) and be executed there. This is in contrast to the current approach of collecting or collating raw data into one massive repository and performing analytics there, an approach which works only if the collator has legal access to all needed data (typically from one vertical or industry).

The second principle is that raw data must never leave its (distributed) repository and must always be under the control of its owner or the owner of the data repository. This principle is consistent with the privacy requirements of the GDPR (European Commission, 2016). Advanced encryption techniques such as homomorphic encryption and multi-party secure computation (Zyskind et. al, 2015) can then be applied to data in their repositories.

Thirdly, only vetted algorithms should be executed by the data repository. The term “vetted” means that algorithms must be studied and vetted by domain-experts to be “safe” from bias, discrimination, privacy violations and other unintended consequences.

These combined principles lend itself to the establishment of industry-based data sharing consortiums, where a group of data providers (data owners) across verticals or sectors can share results without sharing raw data. Members of a data sharing consortium must collectively write/author and vet algorithms which are acceptance by all members and which they agree to execute within their own backend data repositories (behind their firewalls).

The concept for Open Algorithms (OPAL) emerged from several MIT research projects over the past decade which focused the future data-driven society (Pentland et. al, 2015). It was increasingly becoming evident that an individual's privacy could be affected through correlation using only a small data set (de Montjoye, et. al 2013) and a new model for user-centric personal data stores to be developed and championed in industry.

In this paper we extend the OPAL concepts by expressing vetted algorithms as smart contracts to be executed by nodes within the peer-to-peer (P2P) net-work of nodes within a blockchain system or an implementation of a distributed ledger technology (DLT):

- Vetted algorithms expressed as smart-contracts: Once an algorithm has been vetted to run against a given data-set, it is expressed as a combined code and legal-prose, digitally signed and distributed on the nodes of the blockchain system. Depending on the type of blockchain system
(permissioned, permissionless, semi-anonymous) the algorithm itself may be publicly readable. The combined code and legal-prose is also referred to in legal circles as “dual integration”.

- **Identity-based invocation of smart-contract**: An entity (organization or individual) must present sufficient identity information as part of the smart-contract invocation. The degree of identity revelation will depend on the type and use-case of the OPAL smart contract model.
- **Escrowed payments**: The querier (caller) must invoke the smart-contract algorithm accompanied with payment, which will be escrowed until the completion of the execution of the algorithm upon the intended data-set.
- **Identity-based response encryption**: The node on the P2P belonging to the data repository (referred to as the data node) has the option to encrypt the response for the querier (caller), using the public-key supplied during the identity-based invocation of the smart-contract algorithm.
- **Smart-contract legal prose**: The “dual integration” of executable code and legal prose into a compact smart-contract allows the data repositories (data owners) to state a Terms of Use for the resulting response for privacy and regulatory compliance purposes. This includes prohibiting the querier from collating too many responses from multiple data repositories -- with the goal of re-identifying subjects (e.g. individuals) whose personal data maybe part of the data-set.
- **Personal Data Nodes**: The architecture should be independent of the size of the data-set within the data repositories (data nodes). This allows personal data stores (e.g. PDS) to be participated by individuals (owners) as legitimate OPAL-based endpoints on the blockchain.
- **Data sharing coins**: New forms of digital currencies (“coins”) can be created on the blockchain based on the value of the data-sets within the P2P network, and can therefore incentivize data owners and node operators to collaborate on the blockchain.

There are a number of motivating reasons for expressing OPAL algorithms as smart contracts:

- **New model for data markets**: The use of smart contracts to express vetted algorithms in combination with the P2P network of nodes in a blockchain system allows queriers to “meet” data providers through the network. Nodes of the P2P network can make available a variety of OPAL smart contracts, where each contract reflects a specific algorithm intended to be executed by a specific data provider. Queriers are able to “scan” through these nodes (e.g. using bots) to search for OPAL vetted algorithms that suit their current need. The fact that vetting has been performed by the data provider and/or a data-consortium or federation provides a strong degree of assurance to the querier regarding the origins of the algorithm.
- **New revenue source for data repositories**: Data repositories who process incoming queries (vetted algorithms) obtain guaranteed remuneration through the payment attached to the smart contract.
contract. In many cases, a data provider may not care who the identity of the querier may be, so long as payment has been made (e.g. via an escrow entity).

- **Subscription model**: For data-sets that accumulate over time and grow in value, a data provider may offer a subscription service in which an algorithm is executed at regular intervals (e.g. daily).
- **Algorithm compositions**: By populating nodes of the P2P network with OPAL smart contracts, queriers have a broader choice of vetted algorithms from which to choose. They are then able to compose a set of queries – possibly across different data domains/types – and obtain interesting insights into these domains.
- **Smart-contract legal prose**: The Terms of Use of the response in the legal prose provides additional legal protection against misuse of information by queriers.
- **Decentralized algorithms for personal data stores**: Individuals can get together as a unified group or community and define (and vet) the algorithms which they collectively feel to be suitable for their personal data stores (i.e. preserve their privacy). This will be relevant in the case of consumer IoT data (e.g. household data generated by smart appliances and home sensors).

**The MIT Open Algorithms (OPAL) Architecture**

The MIT OPAL architecture seeks to implement the OPAL principles, effectively moving the computation of algorithms to the location of the data. See Figure 2.

The *Data Provider* is the entity that holds the raw data in its data repository. The *Querier* is the entity seeking to obtain information from the data provider's data set. The data provider publishes one or more *vetted algorithms* that are specific to its data repository. A group of *data providers* may collaborate to establish a Data Federation in the form of a consortium that agrees on the set of algorithms which they collectively vet and share.

Before requesting the execution of a given algorithm at its intended data provider, the querier must first select the algorithm from the published list and then “parameterize” it with the relevant input values. The querier then digitally signs the request and sends it to the data provider (optionally with some form of payment).

Upon receiving the signed request, the data provider must authenticate the request by validating the Querier’s signature. The data provider must then verify that the indicated algorithm (or algorithm-identifier) is one that it recognizes from the published list of vetted algorithms.

After executing the algorithm (i.e. against its data set) the data provider has the opportunity to further filter or refine the response to ensure the information in the response conforms to the policy of the data provider (e.g. privacy policies, corporate rules, regulatory, etc.). Here there is opportunity for a data provider to apply advanced techniques of analysis, such as using AI, machine learning and other approaches to ensure the safety of the response. The point of this step is to provide a data provider with control over what it returns as a response.

Several “Living Labs” are currently being established for Proof of Concepts (PoC) using the OPAL paradigm and MIT software, for specific data-domains, uses-cases and countries (OPALproject, 2017).

**OPAL Smart Contracts**

Smart contracts offers an attractive means to represent algorithms in the context of information sharing across organizations. The following are a summary of the relevant fields of an OPAL smart contract, independent of the specific blockchain implementation and smart contracts expression language:

- **Algorithm-ID**: This is the Algorithm-ID as known in the OPAL ecosystem.
- **OPAL Web Contract location**: This is the location of the full OPAL Web Contract document. This value may be a hash when used with hash-based resolver systems (e.g. BNS, IPFS, etc.).
- **Querier address**: This is the blockchain address or public-key of the querier entity.
- **Data provider address**: This is the blockchain address or public-key of the data provider who is being asked to execute the algorithm (Algorithm-ID).
- **Payment**: This is proof that payment has been made to an escrow node.
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